




The A.C.T. C60 from Wilson Benesch, where passion and technology 
meet. Designed without compromise this unique 61 pair limited 
edition puts the listener in the front row like no loudspeaker 
product before it. A culmination of all our research, the evolution 

of the A.C.T. lineage continues. The original A.C.T 1 showed 
the world a fresh approach to loudspeaker development 

revolutionising both design and manufacturing 
techniques with the C60 we stride ahead once more 

transporting the music lover  in to the heart of the 
recording; you hear only what the artist intended, 
nothing superfluous is added and no detail is 
lost. 100kHz bandwidth meets ultra stiff and none 
resonant carbon nano tube technology.



Launched at the inaugural 61 lap Singapore Grand Prix in September 2008 each pair of C60’s 
represents a single lap of this new circuit within a sporting arena that promotes the 
advantages of carbon fibre technology.

The new A.C.T. limited edition provides the best possible signal to noise ratio 
achievable with todays materials technology. Utilising up to three times the 
carbon content of previous Wilson Benesch models and the application of 
carbon nano tube enhanced carbon fibre to improve the already superior 
capabilities of the A.C.T. monocoque. A carbon fibre hand made top 
provides a highly diffusive stealthy top piece that forms an impenetrable 
sound barrier due to polycrete internal mass loading. Poly alloy internal 
structural elements enhanced by critical mass damping and laminated 
facets help to complete the monumentally stiff and none resonant 
casework that allows the specially crafted drive units to operate at 
their optimum.



The most advanced drive unit technology in the form of the Wilson 
Benesch One is coupled with the ground breaking Sphere, 

Ultrasonic Generator, equipping the C60 to produce not only the 
deepest most physical bass but also the sweetest highs, crisp 

and clear all the way up to 100kHz.

All drivers are rear mounted and principle high 
frequency components are mechanically clamped to 

inhibit resonance. The simplest of hand made point 
to point soldered filter elements guarantee the 
least possible level of phase distortion. Precision 
tuning of the tweeter output enables precise 
matching of loudspeaker to system components 

without additional circuits.



Though more than able to provide the ultimate wide band width sound C60 is best 
augmented by Torus Infrasonic sound for the lowest registers. When installed correctly 
with a stagger tuned Torus system the A.C.T. C60 is capable of delivering the 
nearest thing to the live event. The dynamic accuracy unsurpassed phase 
coherence and benchmark figures for signal to noise ratio are a technological 
tribute to the classic A.C.T. design that is 10 years old next year.

Nano material surface finishes lay at the bleeding edge of finishing 
technology delivering a superlative finish that is beyond comparison. A 
unique twill carbon fibre weave will be exclusive to the Limited Edition 
and will not be used on any other standard product. 

95% of the materials used are recyclable and no deforestation of any 
kind has been required to make this product.





A passion for music and cutting 
edge technology given form. 
From inception to production 
the C60 represents todays 
pinnacle of audio reproduction 
and manufacturing. The C60 
is a gift for all the senses, a 
visual treat that impacts on the 
soul. At Wilson Benesch we 
strive for the purest solution in 
our design to create a perfect 
whole capable of delivering 
the upmost clarity and detail 
without distortion or unwanted 
resonance.
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